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Ceres Power Overview

• Commercialising alternative energy products 

for global markets (e.g. residential microCHP)

- Based on a well patented breakthrough 

fuel cell technology

• Publicly listed company

- Floated on AIM/LSE in 2004

- Key shareholders include: Oppenheimer, 

British Gas, Fidelity, Imperial College
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• Focussed on:

- Identifying market-led opportunities in volume sectors

- Value-engineering fuel cell systems to meet market needs

- B2B partnering with strong, branded channels to market

- Enabling disruptive business models for its partners through revolutionary products 

• ~100 staff organised into product teams, including experienced application development 

and manufacturing engineers from global product sectors (e.g. automotive, HVAC)

- Market cap. ~€150million



What are Fuel Cells?

Fuel cells are ‘electrochemical engines’ that generate electricity & heat

• Environmentally friendly technology

• Operate on widely available fuel and air

• Quiet, efficient solid state reaction 

• Near-zero NOx, SOx and CO

Fuel cells are a very efficient way of producing high value electricity from fuel

Chemical Thermal Mechanical Electrical Heat
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The Unique Ceres Fuel Cell

• Ceres Power has developed a 

unique, patented Intermediate 

Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel 

Cell (IT-SOFC) technology

• Innovative ceramic materials 

enable operation at 500-600ºC, 

substantially lower than 

conventional designs 1. Support (stainless steel)   2. Anode
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conventional designs

• This permits the use of stainless 

steel as the cell substrate, 

opening up fundamental changes 

in materials choice, manufacturing 

techniques and product 

development

1. Support (stainless steel)   2. Anode

3. Electrolyte       4. Cathode



Ceres Power’s Unique Technology Position

Low Temperature
(<120ºC)

High Temperature
(750-1000ºC)

Ceres (500-600ºC)
Metal supported, 

Intermediate Temperature 

Broad Ceres IP space 
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(<120 C)

PEM FC
(750-1000 C)

SOFC

• Precious metal catalysts

• Lifetime issues

• Low grade heat

• Manufacturing cost issues

• Mechanical delicacy issues

• Start-up & cycling issues

• Sealing issues

Intermediate Temperature 

SOFC

• Practical engineering

• Widely available fuels

• Designed for mass manufacture



Ceres Unique Technology 

Use of CGO electrolyte has enabled

• Development of unique IT-SOFC technology

• Use of low cost materials for fuel cell stack and product BOP

• Compact lightweight stack design

• Robust construction (mechanical & thermal shock)
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Above ~  650°C 

use of high cost

Ceres Patent Space
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Key Ceres Product Differentiators

Features Benefits for Ceres Power CHP products

High efficiency 

Physically rugged and durable

Good dynamic response

High power density 

� Greatly reduced lifetime energy costs & carbon footprint

� Needed for normal handling of consumer products

� Meets load following and power cycling needs

� Complete system in single wall mountable unit
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Durable materials

Commercial components and 

processes 

Fuel flexibility 

(e.g. natural gas, LPG) 

Unique and strong IP

� Suitable for consumer appliance lifetimes

� Commercially viable products, mass manufacturable, 

established volume-capable supply chain partners

� Immediate business case and global usage

� Leading industry position



Press Coverage
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The Ceres Power DG Proposition

• Distributed Generation (DG): 

generate power at point of 

use, in the home

• Use a highly efficient process 

to reduce generating, 

transmission and distribution 

costs
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costs

• Capture heat output to drive 

further savings

• Package into a wall 

mountable consumer product 

• A generation asset and 

demand reduction device



Fuel Cell microCHP in the Home
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Unique Technology Delivers Maximum Energy Savings

• Low heat to power ratio:

- Enables all year round operation

- Minimum heat output matched to summer 

hot water requirement (e.g. ~0.3kWth ave)

• Load following & cycling:

- Delivery of high value electricity during 

peak demand

Integrated CHP unit delivers all central heating & hot water 

year round
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peak demand

- Compatibility with existing grid 

infrastructure (i.e. matched to national 

power demands unlike a base load 

generator)

- Can be turned on and off as required

- Maximum heat capture (electrically-led 

thermally capped)



Customer Benefits

• Ceres mCHP can provide customers with high value benefits

- Greater efficiency (lower energy costs)

- Reduced emissions (cleaner, greener energy)

- Expedient installation 

- No need to change ‘energy lifestyle’

• The mCHP system can address 80-90% of the home’s electricity needs 
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• An average British Gas customer could save around 25% of their total (gas 

+ power) energy costs ie. ~€300 p.a. 

• Emissions reduction of up to 1.5 tonnes of CO2 p.a. is achievable (when 

compared to a best-in-class condensing boiler)



Mass Market Potential

Fuel Cell CHP optimises 

electricity savings and CO2

emissions savings due to :

• All year round operation

• Load following capability 
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Source: Energy Saving Trust 2007 (study sponsored by UK government)

“Over 6 million fuel cell CHP units installed by 2020 (30% of the market…)”

2008 Element Energy Report for BERR



UK Natural Gas CHP Programme

Secured industry-leading contract with British Gas

- Funded development & trialling programme (£5 million)

- Significant operational resources committed by British Gas for CHP trialling & 

product launch (e.g. marketing, logistics, procurement, service, maintenance)

- Volume forward order (37,500 units minimum over first 4 years)

- Equity investment (~£20 million cash by Centrica for ~10% of Ceres Power)
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Route to market for volume uptake of CHP established

- Ideal market channel partner for UK CHP

- Agreement covers residential market in England, Scotland, Wales

- British Gas is UK’s largest residential energy supplier (16 million customer 

accounts) and largest installation & maintenance force for domestic central 

heating (> 9,000 engineers)



UK Off-Gas-Grid CHP Programme

• Major new agreement with Calor to bring Ceres fuel cell residential CHP Product to 

customers not connected to the mains natural gas (NG) network (‘off gas grid’)

- UK's leading LPG supplier, over 70 years experience

- Part of SHV Gas, world’s largest distributor of LPG, 

operations in 27 countries, annual turnover €5.8 billion

• Funded development and trialling programme

- £2.5 million in funding to Ceres

- £1 million up-front plus £1.5 million in milestone payments
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- £1 million up-front plus £1.5 million in milestone payments

• Covers supply & distribution of product in UK, with call-off order for an initial 20,000 

units in the UK only over first 5 years following market entry in 2012

• LPG product variant based on core natural gas CHP product being developed with 

British Gas
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Energy Security Programme

Funded contract secured Mar 2007 with EDF Energy Networks

- Development of appliance to provide back-up electricity

- Ceres fuel cell technology combined with battery storage in a hybrid system

- Innovative product format designed to be rapidly deployed when needed

Key milestones achieved

- Prototype demonstrator unit built

- Testing scheduled for completion in H1 2009
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- Testing scheduled for completion in H1 2009

Substantial potential market opportunity

- EDF Energy Networks wish to support vulnerable customers

for whom dependable home power supply in the event of 

grid interruption is extremely important

• There are 100,000+ such customers on EDF Energy Networks’ register (~0.5m for all UK)

- Energy security is also a valued feature which can be combined with CHP

• Forecasts identify a potential market of roughly 52 million homes for residential backup 

generation equipment in US alone1

1. Source: Energy Insights, an IDC Company
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Inside the CHP Product

Ceres to mass manufacture fuel 

cells, assemble stacks and FCM 

in-house in Mother Plant
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Fuel Cell Module

• Electro-chemical engine, 

source of heat & power

• Unique low cost, compact, 

patented design capable of 

volume manufacture

• BOP sourced from 

established volume suppliers

• Common product platform 

Wall-Mountable CHP Unit

• Ceres’ own product design

• Innovative patented thermal 

management and system integration 

• Standard boiler components 

connected to unique FCM

• Partnership for volume assembly

Fuel Cell Stack

• Ceres’ own patented 

design

• Well-proven welded 

stack  sealing 

techniques – durable

• In-house manufacture

• Functional core of fuel 

cell module (FCM)

Fuel Cell

• Unique patented       

technology & design

• Materials formulation  

kept as trade secrets

• In-house manufacture

• Functional core of stack



CHP Roadmap

ALPHA

Performance Validation

BETA

Reliability Testing

GAMMA

Mass Production

2008 2009 2010 2011

H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2

Alpha Phase - Performance

Beta Phase 1 – Sheltered field trials

Beta Phase 2 – Commercial field trials

Gamma Phase -

Manufacturing

Volume

Launch
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• Product specification fixed for target 

market including installation, service 

and maintenance requirements

• Value Engineering delivers target 

performance and fixes product cost

• Parts manufactured from scalable 

processes

• In-house product and component 

testing demonstrating target 

performance

• In-house installation & service trials 

with certified engineers and training 

packs prepared

Performance Validation

• Design refinements for product 

reliability and volume manufacture

• All parts from volume manufacturing 

processes

• Product design, supply chain, costs 

confirmed

• Units certified for field trials by  

notified body to satisfy regulatory 

requirements

• Field trials in selected homes to 

demonstrate performance and 

reliability

• Installer training for Gamma field 

trials

Reliability Testing

• Manufacturing process optimisation 

to achieve ‘run at rate’ targets

• Operational sign off and regulatory 

certification of production line for 

mass manufacture of CHP product

• Early adopter consumer trials in a 

wide range of homes

• Supply chain, logistics, installation 

and service trials in preparation for 

volume product launch

Mass Production



CHP Products Built & On Test

Go to market 
specification

Alpha Unit 
specification

Electrical rating 1kW �

Thermal rating 28kW �

CHP Product 
efficiency

80 - 90% �

Fuel Type Mains Natural Gas �

CHP Product width 600mm �

Fuel Cell Module 
weight

25kg �

Installation Wall-mountable �

Water, gas and 
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Water, gas and 
electricity 
connections

As for condensing boiler �

Flue type Balanced �

Certification CE, GAD, LVD, G83 �

Service & 
maintenance

CORGI / Gas Safe �
1kW Alpha CHP products on test:

� Running on mains natural gas

� Exporting power to the grid

� Delivering representative residential                         

heating and hot water outputs 

� Automated start-up and operation via  

integrated product control system

Recently passed all Alpha acceptance 

tests under British Gas programme 

(June 2009)



Alpha CHP Products on Test

Alpha CHP Products on 

test at Ceres’ facilities, as 

part sign-off of Alpha 

Phase CHP programme 

by British Gas  
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Ceres Manufacturing Operations

Mother plant

- 50,000 sq. ft (5,000 m2) manufacturing facility secured 

- Located within 15km of existing Ceres’ facilities - ease of technology transfer

- Volume manufacturing & assembly of fuel cell module & CHP product testing
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Ceres Power Limited

Unit 18

Denvale Trade Park

Haslett Avenue East

Crawley

RH10 1SS
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United Kingdom

Phone: +44 (0) 1293 400 404

Fax: +44 (0) 1293 400 482

E-Mail: info@cerespower.com

www.cerespower.com


